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On a quasistatic model
for the motion of a

viscous capillary liquid drop

G. Prokert

Abstract: In the modelling of a very viscous drop that moves freely under the
influence of surface tension it may be convenient to omit the inertial terms. Thus, a
quasistatic model is obtained for which an exact statement is given using Lagrange
coordinates. At any time the velocity and pressure field fulfill the Stokes equations
with natural boundary conditions of Neumann type. It is shown that the solution of
this problem for fixed time exists and is defined up to rigid body motions.

For the investigation of the time-dependent problem a result on global invertibility
of small C2-deformations is proved and the dependence of the solution on such defor
mations is investigated. A condition concerning this dependence is formulated under
which the time-dependent problem has a unique solution on a short interval of time.
Finally, a study of the asymptotic behaviour of globally existing solutions shows that
(under reasonable regularity presumptions) our model resembles the fact that the drop
approaches the state of a ball of resting liquid.

1 The quasistatic approximation

The motion of a free drop of incompressible viscous liquid under the influence
of surface tension without external forces can be described as a free boundary
value problem for the Navier-Stokes equations in the following way:

l!(~~+(v.\7)v)-I/~v+\7p = O} inOt
divv 0 (1)

T(v,p)nt =1Ktnt on f t =GOt

for any time t ~ 0, where Ot C IRN is the (bounded) domain occupied by the
fluid at time t and v and p are the time-dependent velocity and pressure fields
on Ot. The density l!, the viscosity 1/, and the surface tension coefficient 1 are
positive real material constants. T is a tensor given by

T(v,p) := 1/ (\7v + (\7vf) - pI

where \7v is the Jacobian of v and I denotes the identity tensor. By nt the
outer normal vector of f t is denoted.

The scalar function Kt: f t ---+ IR expresses the local curvature behaviour
of the surface ft. If it is smooth enough, Kt can be defined by

where Art is the Laplace-Beltrami-operator on ft. It has to be applied to every
component of the vector x of the spatial coordinates which are to be considered
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as scalar functions on r t. If N = 2 then I\.t is the usual curvature of the plane
curve r t, while for N =3 it turns out to be the double mean curvature of the
surface ft. Furthermore, the initial velocity field

v(',O) = Va in n (2)

(4)

is given.
Existence and uniqueness statements for the solution of (1), (2) in Sobolev

spaces of noninteger order have been established by Solonnikov ([13]-[15]).
For our further investigations we will introduce dimensionless variables. Ac

cording to [9] and [8], a characteristic length Xk is chosen as a scaling factor
resembling the spatial extent of the drop. Rewritten in the new dimensionless
variables

_ x - rt _ /IV _ XkP
x=-,t=-,v=-,P=-,

Xk Xk/l r r
the equations (1) take the form

Re (~lIt- + (ii· V')ii) - ~ii + "Vp = O}
v in Oi

div ii = 0 (3)
T(ii, p)iii = ~iiii on ri =ani

where ii:i and iii are the curvature (in the sense described above) and the outer
normal vector of ri in the dimensionless system and

T(ii,p) := ("Vii + ("Vii?) - pI.

The dimensionless constant
Re = (}Xkr

/12

is the well-known Reynolds number which is also called Suratman number if the
scaling factors are chosen as described above.

In the case of highly viscous liquids (and moderate values of the other con
stants involved) this number is very small. This case is realized, for instance, in
the modelling of the so-called viscous sintering of glasses. There it makes sense
to replace the equations (3) by the "quasistatic approximation"

-~V+ "Vp = O} in n,
div v = 0

T(v,p)n, = Ktnt on r, = ant

(here and in the following, the tildes are omitted).
This change is motivated mainly by the easier numerical treatment of this

approximation. It has to be pointed out, however, that in spite of a growing
number of numerical realisations based on (4)' (e.g. [12], [16]-[18]) only one
analytic approach to the occuring moving boundary problem has been found by
the author ([8], [6], [U]). It essentially uses methods of complex function theory
and is therefore restricted to the two-dimensional case. In the following another
approach will be presented that employs Lagrange coordinates.

Note that the replacement of Re « 1 by zero is decisively changing the
structure of the whole problem. Contrary to (3), the equations (4) are linear in
v. Moreover, for fixed t they form an elliptic system in which no time derivative
occurs. Hence, for any time t ~ 0 the solution (v(" t), pC t» only depends on
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Ot but not on the time evolution of the domain or the velocity and pressure
field. As a consequence one obtains that no initial condition comparable to (2)
belongs to our model because the initial domain is determining the velocity field
at t = 0 (excepted some degrees of freedom, see below).

2 Exact problem formulation

For the complete formulation of the time-dependent problem it is convenient to
employ Lagrange coordinates {. Because of their property to remain fixed in
time for any given particle of the liquid it is natural to use the initial domain 00
as coordinate domain. The change between the usual spatial (Euler) coordinates
and the Lagrange coordinates is described by the initial value problem

x({,O) = e
x({, t) = v(x({, t), t)

for all { E 0 0 , where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to t. It is clear
that the evolution of the domain and the oceuring velocity and pressure fields
have to be described simultaneously. This can be done in the following way:

Given a simply connected, bounded C2-domain 0 0 C IRN
, N =2,3, and a

"final time" to > O. We are looking for (sufficiently smooth) functions

U: 0 0 x [0, to] --+ JRN

P: 0 0 x [0, to] --+ It

and for a time-dependent C2-diffeomorphism

x : 0 0 x [0, to] --+ ]RN

such that x(', t) is globally invertible for all t E [0, to]. Furthermore, we demand
x to be differentiable with respect to t and

x(e,t) = U(e,t) V{EOoVt~O

x(e,O) = e V{ E 0 0

The properties of x enable us to define Ot := x[Oo, t] and the functions

Ut(x) = U({(x,t),t) VxEOt
Pt(x) = P({(x,t),t) VxEOt

(5)

(6)

where {(', t) denotes the inverse of x(·, t). For these functions we demand (cp.
(4))

-~Ut + V'Pt = O} . 0
div Ut = 0 1D t (7)

T(ut,pt)nt = "tnt on r t = aot.

Finally, the frame that is given by the above definitions and equations (5),
(6) will be used to express a well-known result from elementary differential
geometry that plays a crucial role in the following considerations. It is essentially
equivalent to to the familiar statements on the "first variation of surfaces" (see
e.g. [1]).
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Lemma 1 Let
A(t) := mesf t

be the (N - I)-dimensional surface measure of ft. Under the above presump
tions, the function A is differentiable with respect to t and for her time derivative

A(t) = - { Ktnt' Ut df (8)
Jrt

holds.

3 The fixed time problem

The basis for the treatment of the quasistatic problem stated in the preceding
section is the discussion of the boundary value problem (7) for fixed time, i.e.
we are looking for (sufficiently smooth) functions u: 11 ---+ lRN

, p: 11 ---+ JR
that fulfill

-Llu + 'Vp = O} . 11
divu = 0 III (9)
T(u,p)n =Kn on f =aQ.

where 11 is a simply connected, bounded C2-domain and the meaning of T, K

and n is the same as before.
In order to establish a weak formulation of it we employ the following integral

formula which is sometimes called Green formula1 for the Stokes equations.

Lemma 2 Consider two vector fields U , v E (Hl(11»N with div u = 0 and a
scalar field p E L2(11). Then the identity

l (LlU-'VP)VdX + ~ t f (OUi + OUi) (ov; + aVi) dx
2 .. in oXi ox; oXi ax;

',)=1

lPdiVVdX= IT(u,p)n.vdr

holds.

Clearly, all differentiations are to be understood in the generalized sense. The
proof which is mainly an application of the Gauss identity can be found in [10].

Hence, introducing the continuous bilinear and linear forms

a: (H 1(11»N x (H 1(11»N ---+ lR
b: (H 1(Q»N x £2(11) ---+ lR
f: (H 1(Q»N ---+ lR

by the definitions

a(u, v) 1 t 1(OUi oUi) (ov j OVj ) dx- -+- -+-
2 . . 11 oXi OX; oXi ax;

',)=1

b(v,p) = -lp divvdx (10)

f(v) = £Kn· vdf

IThe name is chosen in order to emphasize the strong similarities between the Laplace and
the Stokes equations, cpo [10].
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the following weak formulation for (9) can be established:

a(u, v) + b(v,p) = f(v) 'Vv E (Hl(O»N
b(u, q) = 0 'Vq E £2(0)

(11)

This is a so-called mixed variational problem. For the theory and the numerical
treatment of those problems the author refers e.g.to [2] or [7]. In this paper
some of the theoretical results will be used.

The space (H1(O»Nis too large for reaching uniqueness of the solution be
cause (as it will be shown later) adding an arbitrary rigid body motion to the
velocity component of a solution ('Il, p) of (11) yields another solution. This is in
accordance with intuition because it is to be expected that rigid body motions
of the drop are not essential for the description of its deformation by surface
tension. The space Vo C (H1(0»N of the velocity fields belonging to these
motions can be described by

Vo =span {[ ~ ] , [ ~ ] , [ ~~2 ]}

for N = 2 and

Vo=.pa. {[ ~ ] , [ ~ ] , [ ~ ] , [ ~:. ] , [ ~: ] , [ ~~' ]}

for N = 3. It is easily checked that

Furthermore, if we suppose tit E 1'0 for a certain t in (8) we get

because obviously the measure of a surface is not changed by any rigid body
motion. (A strict proof for this can be given by employing invariant differential
operators on surfaces.) Hence,

•

f(v) =0 'Vv E Vo (13)

In order to exclude rigid body motions from the space of variations in (11)
we use an algebraic decomposition of (H1(O»N which is constructed by help of
the linear projection operator

which is defined by

with

llo(v) = llT(V) + llR(V) - llT(IlR(v»

llT(v) = I~I Lvdx

5
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and

1
1 [-X2]2Tnr Xl fn rot v dx for N =2

ITR(v) = 0 -X3 -X2 ] (16)
21hI -X3 0 Xl fnrotvdx for N = 3

x2 Xl 0

for any v E (H l (O))N where 101 denotes the measure of O. One directly checks

IT~ - lIT =n~ - ITR = ITRITT = O.

Applying these properties it is easy to show that ITo is indeed a linear projector
onto Vo and furthermore

V:= kerITo = {v E (Hl(O))N ILvdx = 0, l rotvdx = o}.
Thus we get the direct algebraic decomposition

(Hl(O»N =kerITo + rmITo =V + Vo. (17)

Using the subspace V we can reformulate the the problem (11) in the following
way:

•

a(u, v) +b(v,p) = f(v) \Iv E V
b(u,q) = 0 \lqEL2(0)

(18)

Taking into account (17), (12), and (13) one directly obtains the following result
on the relationship between the mixed variational problems (11) and (18):

Lemma 3 The problem (11) has a solution (u,p) E (Hl(O»N x L2 (0) if and
only if (18) has a solution (u,p) E (Hl(O»N x L2(0). In this case, the set of
all solutions of (11) is given by

{(u + uo,p) E (Hl(O»N x L2 (0) I(u,p) E V x L2(0) solves (18), Uo E Vol

Therefore it is sufficient to study the solvability of the restricted problem (18).
This can be done by help of the following lemmas:

Lemma 4 The bilinear form a(·,·) is V -elliptic, i.e. there is a constant a =
a(O) > 0 depending only on the domain such that

a(v, v) ~ allvllt Vv E V

where 11·111 denotes the usual (product space) norm of (Hl(O»N.

Proof: The above inequality is a direct consequence of two important inequal
ities of mathematical physics:

1. Poincares inequality: There is a constant al > 0 depending only on 0
such that

For a proof see e.g. [3].
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2. K oms second inequality: There is a constant Q2 > 0 depending only on
f2 such that

a(v, v) ~ Q2 itl in (;:;) 2 dx

holds for all v E (H1(f2)N that fulfill

in rotvdx = O.

A proof can be found e.g. ill [4).
Applying (19) to every component of an arbitrary v E V yields

(20)

the statement of the lemma follows from this together with (20).•
Before investigating the bilinear form b(-, .) it is necessary to introduce the

following regularity result from the theory of elliptic boundary value problems
(BVP):

Lemma 5 For any q E L2(f2) the (uniquely existing) solution of the BVP

Ll<) = q
<) = 0

in f2
on r (21)

belongs to H2(f2) n HJ and there is a constant C depending only on f2 such that
11<)112 ~ IIqllo, where II· 1/2 and 1/ ·110 denote the usual norms of H 2(f2) and L2(f2),
respectively.

For the proof (of a much more general result) see e.g. [5}.

Lemma 6 The bilinear form b(.,.) defined in (10) satisfies a so-called LBB
condition (BB-condition, inf-sup-condition), i.e. there is a constant (3 > 0 de
pending only on f2 such that

sup bl(lv",q) ~ Pllqllo 'rIq E L 2(f2).
vEV\{O} v 1

Proof: The statement of the lemma is equivalent to the surjectivity of the
divergence operator from V to L2(11), i.e. we have to show that

'rIq E L2 (11) 3v E V : div v = q

(see [2}). This can be done by considering (21) for arbitrary q E L 2(0) and
setting v = \7<). Indeed, we find div v = q and v E V because of v E (Hl(f2)N,
rot v =rot \7<) =0 and

l vdx = l \7<)dx = l <)ndr = O. •

The lemmas 4 and 6 ensure the crucial presumptions of the existence and unique
ness theorem for solutions of mixed variational problems. Hence we get:
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Proposition 1 The problem (18) has exactly one solution (u,p) E V X L2 (0).

The set of all solutions of (11) is given by lemma 3.
For the following considerations it is convenient to use a modified formulation

of (18) in which the pressure does not occur.

Lemma 7 The velocity component u in the solution of (18) is the only solution
of the variational problem

a(u, v) = f(v) "tv E W

where W is a (closed) subspace of V defined by

W = {v E V I div v = 0 in O.}

(22)

(23)

(24)

For the proof we again refer to [2] or [7].
Finally, it has to be pointed out that similar results can be obtained using

the method of hydrodynamic potentials in strict analogy to the treatment of
the second BVP for the Laplace equation in potential theory. For the first BVP
this can be found in [10].

4 Local aspects of the quasistatic problem

We turn back now to the investigation of the quasistatic problem as stated in
section 2. The results of the previous chapter enable us to give the following
supplement:

In order to exclude the rigid body motions from solutions of the quasistatic
problem we demand additionally to (7)

f Ut dx = 0, f rot Ut dx =0JOt JOt
in the same way as in the fixed time problem.

The question of existence and uniqueness of solutions (x, U, P) for the qua
sistatic problem (5), (6), (7), (24) for a given initial domain 00 seems to be not
solved at the moment. The work of Hopper [8] shows that (for N = 2) there are
solutions that are global in time (i.e. (x(-, t), U(·, t), P(., t» exists for any t ~ 0)
for certain classes of initial domains. It is a very challenging but apparently
highly complicated problem to find conditions on 0 0 that ensure the existence
of global solutions. Numerical calculations as well as intuition indicate that for
sufficiently "ill-shaped domains" the diffeomorphism x loses its global injectivity
at a certain time t. This has to be interpreted as "collision" of one part of the
drop with another one.

In this section we deal only with the less complicated problem of the local ex
istence of the solution of the quasistatic problem, i.e. our attention is restricted
to a sufficiently small interval of time starting at O.

4.1 Global invertibility of small deformations

As it was pointed out, it is essential that the diffeomorphism x(·, t) is globally
invertible. The first aim of this section is to provide a result that ensures global
injectivity for small deformations, i.e. for diffeomorphisms that are close to
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the identity in a suitable norm. For this we have to demand the following
weak regularity presumption on the domain which is (as well as the following
lemmas) for the sake of simplicity and generality formulated with respect to
normed spaces:

Condition 1 There is a constant co > °such that for all e with 0 < c ~ eo
and all Zo E n, x E B(zo,c) nn there is a finite set of points

for which with Zo := xo and Zn+1 := x the following statements hold:

1. 'v'A E [0,1] 'v'kE{O, ... ,n}: AZk+(1-A)Zk+1En

2. There is a constant w E 1R depending only on co such that

n

L II zk+l - Zk II ~ wllz - zoll
k=O

This condition is obviously fulfilled for domains that are not too "ill-shaped".
It can be used to prove the following generalization of the mean value theorem:

Lemma 8 Let E,F be real normed linear spaces and neE a domain that ful
fills condition 1, Xo En arbitrary, c E (O,eo). Consider a Frechet-differentiable
mapping g: n - E with

IIg'(x)IIL(E,F) ~ G 'v'x En n B(xo, c)

Then

Proof: Applying the polygon draught given by condition 1 and the usual mean
value theorem one obtains

n n

IIg(zn+d - g(zo)1I ~ L IIg(zk+d - g(zdll ~ G L II Zk+l - zkll ~ wG IIx1 - xoll·
k=O k=O

(The subscripts at the norms are omitted here and in the following because it
is clear which norms have to be used.) •

The next lemma can be understood as a sharpening of the well-known the
orem on the existence of a local diffeomorphism. It gives a lower bound for the
diameter of the neighbourhood in which this theorem ensures injectivity.

Lemma 9 Let E,F be real normed linear spaces, neE a domain that fulfills
the regularity condition 1 and f: n - F be a Frechet-differentiable mapping
into the normed space F such thai

1. f'(x) E L(E, F) is invertible for all zEn

2. there is a I E IR such that Il[f'(x)]-lIlL(F,E) ~ I 'v'z En

9. f' : n --+ L(E,F) is Lipschitz-continuous in n with the Lipschitz con
stant M.
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Then f is "uniformly locally injective", i. e. there is a positive constant C1

depending only on 0, /1 and M such that

Proof: We will show that any C1 < min{co, w\r} fulfills the statement of the
lemma. The idea of the proof is the same as 1n the usual proof of the theorem
on local diffeomorphisms. Consider fixed ZO,Zl E 0 with f(zt) == f(xo) and
IIz l - xoll $ C1. Because of the first presumption, for any x E 0, the equation
fez) == f(zo) == Yo is equivalent to the fixed point equation

x == T(x) :== x - l'(zo)-l[f(x) - Yo]·

The operator T: 0 ----+ E defined above is Frechet-differentiable in any x E 0
and has the derivative

T'(x) == I - f'(xO)-l f'(x) = f'(xo)-l(f'(xO) - I'(x). (25)

This yields

Because of C1 < co we can apply lemma 8 now and obtain

with q :== r M C1 W < 1. Thus we find Xl == xo· •
We are prepared now to prove the announced result on global injectivity of

mappings f E (C2(Q»)N that are close to the identity in the C2-norm.

Proposition 2 Let Q C JRN be a bounded domain that fulfills the regularity
condition 1. Then there exists a constant c2 > 0 depending only on 0 and N
such that for all f E (C2(O»N from

IIf - idollc2 < c2 (26)

follows the global injectivity of f on n. Here id l1 denotes the identical mapping
of Q on itself.

Proof: Because of (26) we have

111'(x) - [1100 < NC2 T/x E 0

where II ·1100 denotes the row sum norm of the space lRN,N of the quadratic
(N, N)-matrices. We recall from linear algebra that the condition

III'(x) - III"" < C3 T/x E n
where C3 is a certain positive constant depending only on N ensures the as
sumptions 1. and 2. of lemma 9 with a / independent of f. Furthermore, from
(26) follows
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By applying lemma 8 to f'(x) we find that also the third assumption of lemma
9 is fulfilled with a constant M independent of f. Assume now the existence
of two points XO,Xl EO such that Xo =1= Xl and I(xo) = I(xt}. For £2 < 1\1,
lemma 9yields IIxo - xlII> cl. On the other side, we have

lIxo - xIII = IIxo- I(xo) + I(Xl) - xlII
< IIxo - f(xo)1I + Ilxl - l(xl)1I =

11[/ - ido](xo)11 + 11[1 - idol(xdll :::; 2C2.

This is a contradiction if we choose any £2 < min{}.t, T}. Hence, for any such
£2 > 0 the statement of the proposition is true.•

4.2 On local existence and uniqueness of solutions

In the second part of this section we will sketch a possible approach to a local
existence and uniqueness theorem. It is strongly oriented on the ideas of the
proof of the Picard-Lindelof theorem on ordinary differential equations. The
crucial point is an inequality describing the dependence of the solution of the
fixed time problem on deformations of the domain. Though the author was only
able to prove a weaker version of it, the basic ideas of the approach could be
useful for similar considerations.

In order to investigate the above mentioned dependence, consider an arbi
trary fixed element z of the set

with a sufficiently small c.2 Note that £ < c2(00) and condition 1 ensure by
proposition 2 that z is a globally invertible C 2-diffeomorphism. Therefore it
makes sense to consider the problem (18) or (22), respectively, on the bounded
C2-domain n :=0 =z[Ool. The latter has the unique solution u E (Hl(O»N.
The composition UOZ E (Hl(Oo»N depends only on z, therefore it makes sense
to introduce the operator

by
U[z] = u 0 Z

which bears the necessary information. It will be investigated in the next lem
mas.

Lemma 10 For sufficiently small £, there is a constant C such that

lIU[z] - U[idoollh :::; Cllz - idnollc2 Yz E BC2(idoo, c) (27)

holds where II· 111 and 1/ ·llc2 denote the norms in the spaces (Hl(Oo»N and
(C2(no»N, respectively.

Proof:

2This means we demand liz - idllc2 to be small enough to ensure certain presumptions
that will arise in the following (sometimes without explicit statement).
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Step 1: The vector fields u := U[idool and u := U[z] are the solutions of the
variational equalities

and

a(u,v) = I(v) "Iv E W (28)

a(u, v) = j(v) 'Vii E W, (29)

respectively, where the definitions of a, I, and Ware given in (10) and (23)
(where n has to be substituted by no). The variational equation for uis obtained
by introducing new coordinates eE no in the equation (22) for the domain
n=z[Oo]. The coordinate transformation is given by x = z({). Thus we get

TV =

a(u, v)

i(v)

{v E (HI(Oo))N Il
o

vdetAd{=O,

Lo rotzvdetAd{ = 0, divzv =o},
1 ~ 1 (_ilJlui ik 8uj ) ( jk aVi ik 8Vj ) d AAt:= - L.J a- - + a - a - + a - et .....
2 i,j,k:1 0 0 86 aek aek 8ek '

= r k(z({))1i(z(e))· VI dfoJro

where A = ~e is the Jacobian of the transformation z, A-IT = (a ij ), and I is

a real factor arising from the change of the "surface element" from dr to dfo.
The symbols k and 1i denote the curvature (see section 1) and the outer normal
vector of r, respectively, rotz and divz are the differential operators rot and div
with respect to the new coordinates e.

Step 2: Taking into account that the inversion of regular matrices is a locally
Lipschitz continuous operation we obtain by direct estimates

la(u,v) - a(u,v)1
Ij(v) - l(v)1

~ cllz - idoollc211ulhllvlh
~ cllz - idoollc211vlli (30)

for all u, v E (HI (Oo))N where the constant C is independent of u and v. (Here
an in the following, for the sake of brevity we write C for all occuring constants
if we are not interested in their actual value.) Note that because of the curvature
term second derivatives occur in the derivation of the second inequality.

Step 3: In order to investigate the relationship between the spaces Wand W
we choose an arbitrary element wE Wand construct an approximating element
w E W by the ansatz

w =w+ V'~ + Vo (31)

where we demand <I> =0 on f o and Vo E Vo. Applying the divergence operator
to (31) yields

-A<I> = divw = divw - divzw.

The function on the right side obviously belongs to £2(110 ), and in a similar
way as in step 2 we can show

Hence, from lemma 5 we get
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Furthermore, applying the projector ITo as defined in (14) -(16) (with 00 instead
of 0) to (31) and taking into account that ITo(''V~)= 0 we find

ITovo =Vo =IIow.

In order to estimate the norm of this expression we obtain from wE W

IIIITul/ll = I~ollilo w~lt = I~ollilo W(detA-l)deL
< C1lz - idoollc2/1wlll.

After an analogous consideration for ITR we find

Thus we obtained

ViiJ E W 3w E W: IliiJ - wlh ~ Cllz - idoo/lc2l1wlli- (32)

If the roles of no and nare interchanged and z is replaced by z-l we prove in
the same way

Vw E W 3w E W: Ilw - will ~ cllz- l - idnllc 2/1wlh. (33)

(The norms refer here to the analogous spaces on n.) Provided that liz -idoo IIc2
is small it is elementary to show

(34)

where C is independent of z. The crucial fact is again the local Lipschitz
continuity of matrix inversion. Hence, from (33) and (34) we can conclude
that

VW E W 3w E W: Ilw - wilt ~ Cllz - idoo/lc2/1wlh- (35)

Step 4: For the final estimate the second lemma of Strang will be used.
It gives the following inequality on the solutions u and ii of (28) and (29),
respectively:

II -II (. 11- II la(u,w) - f(W)I)u - U 1 ~ C mf u - V 1 + sup II II
tlEW wEW\{O} w 1

(36)

where the constant C essentially depends on the ellipticity constant of the bi
linear form a. For the first summand on the right side an estimate is given by
(32). In order to obtain an analogous bound for the second one, for any w E W
we choose awE W according to (35) and estimate

la(u, w) - f(w)/ < la(ii, w) - a(u, w)l + lli(u, w) - lieu, tV)1

+Ii(w) - j(w)1 + IRw) - f(w)1
< Iia - Ci/lilulldlwlh + IICillliu/llllw - will

+IIJllllw - will + IIi - flillw/ll

< GJlz - idoollc2/111wlll

13



where (30) and again (32) have been used. Application of (36) completes the
proof.•

Under a further presumption this lemmacan be generalized. For this purpose
we introduce the notation

for the set of all domains that can be obtained as results of "small deforma
tions" of the initial domain 0 0 • If 0 0 fulfills condition 1 and c is small then
proposition 2 ensures that all elements of this set are bounded, simply connected
C2-domains.

Lemma 11 Suppose that there are constants c > 0, M E JR such that for the
constant C =C(O) in lemma 5 C(O) $ M holds for all 0 E UC2(00, c). Then
there is a 6 > 0 such that

IW[y] - U[x]lli $ Clly - xllc2 (37)

for all x, y E BC2(idoo , 6).

Proof: The inequality (37) is equivalent to (27) if 0 0 is replaced by x[Ool
and z is replaced by yo x-i. A similar reasoning as for (34) shows that if
x,yE BC2(idoo , 6) then yox- i E BC2(id:>;[ool,I<6) with a certain constant K
independent of x and y. Hence, we only have to verify that (27) holds with the
same constant C for all domains 0 E UC2 (00 , 6) with a certain 6 > O.

This can be done by making sure that that all occuring constants that depend
on the domain have uniform upper bounds on UC2(Oo, 6). For the ellipticity
constant of the bilinear form a this can be done using the first equation of (30),
the existence of a uniform bound for the constant C(O) in lemma 5 is demanded
as a presumption of the lemma.•

In the following the inequality (37) will be replaced by a sharper one in
order to obtain a local existence an uniqueness result for the solution of the
quasistatic problem. This sharpened inequality that plays the same role as the
Lipschitz condition in the Picard-Lindel6f theorem has to be demanded here
without knowledge about its validity.

For the statement and the proof of the final proposition of this section the
function space

is introduced which is a Banach space with respect to the norm

IIxllc2 = max IIx(t)llc2.
'0 IE[O,lo)

Furthermore, we will use its closed subset

Proposition 3 Let 0 0 C IRN be a bounded, simply connected C 2-domain that
fulfills condition 1 and suppose that there is aLE III such that for all x, y E
BC 2 (idoo' c") the statements

14



and
(38)

hold. Then the problem (5), (6), (7), (24) has one and only one solution on a
(sufficiently short) time interval [O,to] with x E C{o(Oo).

Proof: It is sufficient to show the existence and uniqueness of the diffeomor
phism x(', -) because it is clear from the quasistatic model and the discussion of
the system (7) that V(·,·) and Ph') are existing and uniquely determined by
a given xL .).

In analogy to the proof of the Picard-Lindelof theorem, the considered prob
lem can be reformulated as Volterra integral equation for x in the following
way:

x(e, t) = e+it V[x(., r)](e) dr =: Tx(e, t) (39)

with e E 00, t E [0, to], x E BC 2 (idno , ~*). From (38) follows by elemen-
'0

tary integral estimates that T is a well-defined operator on the closed subset
x E BC 2 (idno, ~*) into itself which is contractive, i.e.

fO

with q < 1. Thus, application of the Banach fixed point theorem to T on
BC 2 (idno ,$*) yields the existence of one and only one solution

fO

x E BC 2 (idno, ~.) of (39) and hence of the original quasistatic problem.•
'0

5 Asymptotic behaviour of global solutions

Though global existence of a solution (x, V, P) for the quasistatic problem (5),
(6), (7), (24) cannot be expected for general domains, the question is of interest
which properties of the solution can be proved under the presumption that the
solution does exist on a given time interval for a certain 0 0 , especially with re
gard to limit properties for t --. 00. The special structure of the problem enables
us to find such properties under some weak presumptions. These properties are
in accordance with the expectations from physical reasonings.

At first two inequalities on the solution of an abstract (standard) variational
problem are proved.

Lemma 12 Let the bilinear form a: W X W -4 IR be W -elliptic and sym
metric and let f be a bounded linear functional on W. Then for the solution u
of the variational problem

the inequalities

a(u, v) = f(v) '<Iv E W (40)

IIallf(u),
1

0:211allf(u)

(41)

hold, where 0: is the ellipticity constant of a and the norms of a and f are the
usual norms in the dual spaces W' and (W x W)'.

15



Proof: It is well-known in the theory of variational equations that if a is sym
metric then u is the solution of the minimization problem

~a(v, v) - f(v) --+ min, v E W.

This means

1 1 1
"2a(u, u) - feu) = -"2 f (u) ::; "2a(v, v) - f(v) \Iv E W. (42)

A well-known consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem ensures the existence
ofa v* such that f(v*) = IIfll. IIv*1I =1. Setting v =mv* in (42) we obtain

The first inequality in (41) directly follows from this. The second one is an
immediate consequence of the first one and the usual estimate lIull:::; *llfll· •

For the following more specialized considerations let n be a bounded, sim
ply connected C2-domain with boundary r again. We will need the following
regularity result comparable to lemma 5:

Lemma 13 Consider the B VP

~lP = 0 in 0
alP = ep on ran

with fr ep df =0, ep E H! (f). Let L denote the set of its solutions. Then L =1= 0,
L C H 2(0) and

~~~ 114>112 ::; C211epll!

where the constant C 2 depends only on 0 and II . 112 denotes the usual norm on
H 2(0).

For the proof as well as for the definition and properties of the space H! (r) the
reader is referred to e.g. [5] again. It has only to be remarked that we will use
the norm II . II.! defined by

2

inf IlvllHI
VEHI(n)

Tr-v='P

I 1 I
for any ep E H2(r) where Tr denotes the trace operator from H (0) to H2(f).

By help of this regularity result the next lemma can be proved. It will be
used in the following to obtain information on the shape of the domain for
t~oo.

Lemma 14 Consider the linear subspace W C (Hl(O))N as defined in (23)
and the linear form f on (H1(0))N defined by

f( v) = [Jm. v df

16



holds where

with n denoting the outer normal vector on nand p E H-~(r) such that f
vanishes on the subspace of all constant functions c E (H1(f2))N. Then the
inequality

lip - jtll_~ $ Cllfllwl

_ Jrpdf
p = Ir df

has to be interpreted as a constant function on f and the constant C depends
only on n.

Proof:From the Hahn-Banach theorem we obtain the existence of a <p E H!(f)
such that 1I<p1l! =1 and

[ (p - {t)<pdr = IIJL - jtll_~·Jr 2

Furthermore, we define
__ Ir <pdf

<p - Ir dr .

From this definition by the Schwarz inequality and the continuous embedding
H1 (r) <-+ L2(n) follows

where C1 is the embedding constant of the above mentioned embedding. Be
cause Ij; is a constant we get the estimates 3

inf IIvllHI $ 11<pIIHI = 11<pllo =<Pv'im $ C.
tlEH'(n)

Trtl=cp

Hence we have I/<P - <p1I! $1I<p1l~ + 1I1j;II; $ C. Consider now the elliptic BVP

•

It is solvable because of

= 0

= <p-Ij;

in n
on r. (43)

l (<p - tp) dr = 0,

and the solution ~ is defined up to a constant. Hence, the function ii = V'~ is
well-defined. Taking into account lemma 13 we find ii E (Hl(n»N and

where <1)0 is an arbitrary solution of (43).

3Note that <p is to be understood either as a real number or as a constant function on r
or n. It is always obvious from the context which interpretation has to be used.
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Define now v =V - llTV = (I - lIT)ii (see eq. (15». Because of

divv = divii =~~ =0,

rot v = rot ii =rot V'~ = 0,

lIT V = (lIT - lI})v =0

we obtain v E W. Taking into account that kerlIT-lImlIT, i.e. lIT IS an
orthogonal projector in (HI (11»N , we can conclude

Ilvlh = 11(1 - TIT )i% ~ Ilvlh ~ c.
Finally, from the fact that the function v - ii = lIT V is constant on 11 and
therefore f(v) = f(v), one gets

IIp- PII-! = h(p- f.t)cpdf = 1(11-- f.t)(ep - ~)df

h(Jl - f.t)n . ii df = f( ii) - pIn. ii df

= f(v)-i11diviidr=f(v)

~ IIfllwlllvlll ~ Cllfllw' .•
On the basis of these lemmas it is possible to obtain the following statements

on the behaviour of global solutions of the quasistatic problem (5), (6), (7),
(24). As it was pointed out in section 3, we can characterize the function
Ut E (H 1(11t »N as solution of the variational problem

at(Ut, v) = ft(v) '<Iv E Wt

where at, ft, and Wt are defined according to (10) and (23) if 0 is replaced by
11t . Consider now the function A as defined in lemma 1. Because of this lemma
and lemma 12 we have

for all t ~ 0, hence A is a monotonously decreasing function that is obviously
bounded from below. Thus A(t) -+ 0 and therefore

•

ft(Ut) -+ 0 as t -+ 00. (44)

Moreover, from A(to) = 0 for a certain to ~ 0 and the last inequality in lemma
12 we can conclude Uto = 0 and hence 0 /0 is a (N-dimensional) ball, thus we find
Ut = 0 and Ot =Oto for all t ~ to. From this consideration follows for example
that no (nontrivial) "periodic" solutions of the quasistatic problem exist.

Finally, the inequalities in the lemmas 12 and 14 give the possibility to obtain
from (44) statements on the asymptotic behaviour of the velocity field and the
shape of the domain. For this purpose we define the time-dependent "integral
mean value"

Jr "'t df t
~(t)=~'-Jr. dr t

of the (double mean) curvature at time t.
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Proposition 4

1. Suppose there is a constant 0* > 0 such that for the ellipticity constants
0= a(Ot) of at (see lemma 4) holds o(Ot) ~ 0" for all t ~ O. Then

IIUtll(Hl(OI»N -+ 0 as t -+ 00.

2. Suppose there are constants Ml, M2 E JR such that Cl(Ot) ~ M1 and
C2 (Qt) ::; M 2 for all t ~ 0 where Cl is the embedding constant occuring in
the proof of lemma 14 and G2 is the domain-dependent constant in lemma
13. Then

(45)

Proof: The limit relations immediately follow from (44) and the lemmas 12 for
the first part and 14 for the second part of the theorem by taking into account
that the estimates in these lemmas hold uniformly in time because of the given
assumptions. Note that the applicability of lemma 14 to the linear form It is
ensured by (12).•

The statement in this proposition can also be expressed as follows: If the
described limit relations do not hold, then at least one of the constants 1/a I C l ,

and C 2 has to tend to infinity which would indicate that the domain in some
sense becomes more and more "irregular".

For the interpretation of the limit relation (45) it has to be pointed out that
the only bounded, simply connected C2-domain for which the (mean) curvature
is constant on the boundary is the (N-dimensional) ball (see e.g. [1)). This
allows us to interprete (45) in the way that nt approaches a ball in a weak
sense.

It is quite satisfying that the limit relations given in the above proposition are
in accordance with physical reasonings: From considerations on the energy that
is contained in a drop of viscous liquid under the influence of surface tension it
is to be expected that this drop will approach a ball in which the fluid is resting.
Hence, the quasistatic model qualitatively resembles the asymptotic properties
of the physical problem.
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